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a horrible condition, recruits, many in the prime of life, dying
on coarse reeds, with no linen, no coverlets, only a few rem-
nants of their old clothes to cover them; their persons dirty
beyond description; their shirts in rags. He turnecl to the
attendant officers and said " that in none of the countries I
had ever visited, had I found so little attention paid to the
military as in Russia." He walked on, and saw recruits at
work, carrying sand on their backs to fill a mole. Many looked
very sickly, and tottered under their burden.
Let but a contemplative mind reflect a moment upon the
condition of those poor destitute wretches, forced from their
homes and all their dearest connexions, and compare them with
those one has seen, cheerful, clean, and happy, at a wedding, or
village festival; let them be viewed quitting their birthplace,
with all their little wardrobe, and their pockets stored with rubles,
the gifts of their relations, who never expect to see them more;
now joining their corps in a long march of one or two thousand
wersts; their money gone to the officer who conducts them and
defrauds them of lie Government allowance; arriving, fatigued
and half naked, in a distant, dreary country, and exposed immedi-
ately to military hardships, with harassed bodies, and dejected
spirits;—and who can wonder that so many droop and die in a
short time, without any apparent illness? The devastations I
have seen made by war among so many innocent people, and this
in a country where there are such immense tracts of land un-
occupied, are shocking to human nature 1 *
Battlefields in the eighteenth century were, as they are in
any time or place, appalling and horrible, but the men of that
age did not deliberately try to make them worse. It was the
custom between contending armies to permit an armistice, in
order that the wounded might be saved and the dead buried.
Only the Turks had the reputation of mutilating the fallen.
" Nevertheless/' said the Prince de Ligne, " this custom of
cutting off heads does no great harm to the dead, and is some-
times a great blessing to the wounded: it at least prevents
1 John Howard, An Account of the Principal Lazarettos in Europe (1791),
Appendix, p. zo.

